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WEEKLY MARKETS REPORT
OVERWEEK BULLET POINTS – 17h OF March. , TO 21th of March


CA annualized CPI at 1.2% vs. 1.1% expected



CA retail sales prints at 1.3% vs. 0.7% expected



Fed members Fisher and Stein support new guidance; Kocherlakota wants a
lower jobless rate

threshold



China HSBC manufacturing PMI at 48.1 vs. 48.7 expected and 48.5 previous



PBoC sets yuan reference rate at 6.1452 vs. 6.1475 previous



Nikkei closes up by 1.77%



NZ credit card spending up by 5.9% y/y



Risk of more corporate default in China



Euro zone current account and consumer confidence due



US initial jobless claims at 320K vs. 327K consensus



US existing home sales down from 4.62M to 4.60M



Philly Fed manufacturing index improved from -6.3 to 9.0



German Chancellor Merkel warns of economic sanctions if Ukraine conflict
worsens



Australia CB leading index up by 0.2%
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MARKETS PREVIEW 17th OF Feb. , TO 21h of Feb

The energy and other commodities prices had a rise in their price as the demand increased;
however, after a while the risk has decreases which drop the prices back again.
At the USA, The first Fed meeting for Janet Yellen has started. However, the statement was as
expected and as previous with $10 Billion tapered. Moreover, the statement still lightly
optimistic which helped the US stocks to rose again.

The Fed Chairwoman has noticed the QE would be end by the coming fall, in case the economic
conditions are still running in the same rates and stable.
Monthly German IFO has also recorded a reading better than the expected to print 111.3 VS
110.7 was expected which helped the EUR/USD to reach 1.3772 levels as a positive market
reaction to those mentioned data.

Technical Corner

GBP/USD opened the week at 1.6641. The pair quickly touched a high of 1.6666 but it was all
downhill from there. GBP/USD dropped to a low of 1.6475, which is a support level, and closed
the week at 1.6484
Resistance at 1.7180, which has served in a resistance role since October 2008.

1.6990 is next. This line is protecting the key psychological level of 1.70.
1.6823 held firm as the pound moved higher late in the week before retracting. This line has
some breathing room as the pound trades just above the 1.67 line.
1.6705 has switched back to a resistance role, following the dollar’s strong move higher.
Technical analysis for mid-term; however, if you prefer short-term analysis please refer to our
daily report).

Risk Warning: Trading foreign exchange on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all
investors. Before deciding to trade foreign exchange, you should carefully consider your investment objectives,
level of experience, and risk appetite. There is a possibility that you may sustain a loss of some or all of your
investment and therefore you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all
the risks associated with foreign exchange trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor if you
have any doubts.

